Release Notes

Update V6.3.16
11 November 2021

Highlights and New Features
Summary
We are pleased to confirm there is an upgrade to the INX SAM Suite V 6.3.16. Within this
version the following features and fixes have been applied.

Highlights
SAM: Create new rooms in bulk
SAM now has the ability to create new rooms in bulk. Rooms | Search | Upload allows you
to download a template to add all new rooms to SAM.

New Features
1. Introducing an availability graph on the Check Availability page, making it easier to identify
camp availability at a glance. Each day is broken down into different room types with over
allocation highlighted in red.

2. SAM Group Master page has been enhanced with a new “Add“ button for adding new group
details at the top and bottom of the grid and has the now has the ability to select multiple
group details and delete them
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Please contact INX Support for additional information

Improvements
1. SRF246 Mobilisation and Demobilisation Report has now been enhanced to include the
workflow requestor information.
2. SRF149 Camp Arrivals Departures Date Range Report has been updated to allow multiple
camp selection [#17178]
3. Workforce Reporting SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template has been improved to
include the show reason when the report is in xlsx format. [#16792]
4. Workflow Task Panel has been improved to include multiple selection for Reason for Travel.
5. SAM Accommodation Arrivals and Departures page has been enhanced to include the Room
status when the page is loaded initially.
6. The Workflow Folio document has been improved so that you can include Custom Profile
fields on the Traveller Tab which can be updated as required. Giving you better flexibility
around workforce management.
7. When exporting results in Carrier Bookings page the Transport ID is now included
8. Workflow Task Panel has been improved to allow multiple selection for Document Type.
[#14333]
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Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with SRF187 Backcharge Report where the Number of Charter Seats and Number
of RPT Seats are incorrect [#18622]
2. Fixed an issue where SAM dashboards were not loading correctly. [#18705]
3. Fixed an issue with SRF201 Accommodation and Transport Outlook Report that was causing a
timeout error.
4. Fixed an issue where changes to booking attribute were not updating correctly.
5. Fixed an issue in the folio email where the booked transports were not correctly displayed.
[#17822]
6. Fixed an issue where an error message was being received when user saved a booking when
there are not travel dates entered.
7. Fixed an issue when email accounts containing apostrophes were unable to be saved. [#17322]
8. Fixed an issue with SRF111 Drug and Alcohol Test Sheet where it would not allow to be
converted into Word format. [#16938]
9. Fixed an issue where a TC clean was being generating incorrectly when a room was still
occupied. [#17778]

11. Fixed an issue where the cleaning notes were being removed when the night audit reallocated
cleans. [#17203]
12. Fixed an issue with SRF149 where the Room Owner was not generating on Departures Page
[#16775
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10. Fixed an issue with SRF149 Camp Arrivals and Departures by Date Range to correct the
calculation of arrival at camp. [#16275]

